SUBJ Television Program Summary: Baku Television Russian 251500

Full Text Superzone of Message

1  ["Telefaks" newscast; reception; fair/poor; presented by samir
   askerkhanov]

2  1. (1744) rafaeli meets elchibey, says azerbaijani-armenian peace process
    should be accelerated; to visit yerevan, ankara, moscow, stockholm to
    prepare new international conference on karabakh. (1 min; proc?)

3  2. rafaeli meets azerbaijani foreign minister behind closed doors. (und
    min' proc)

4  3. commentary on u.s. policy towards karabakh conflict: reporter remarks
    that u.s. is guided by desire to accomodate european opinions, which lean
    towards armenia; video shows footage of u.s. presidents during
    inauguration ceremonies, holding speeches. (1.5 min; proc)

5  4. azerbaijani foreign minister says reports on rift with turkey
    exaggerated in spite of differences. (und min)

6  5. 'independent azerbaijan' opposition party holds first session. (und
    min)

7  6. video report on baku printing shop; video shows shop personnel at work
    on printing press, interview with shop director who tells of difficulties
    due to space limitations, shortage of paper. (2 min)

8  7. construction of cooperative housing in baku ceased due to inability of
    municipality to pay for them. (und min)

9  8. furniture faire opens in baku sports senter to finance sports
    activities. (1 min)

10 9. video interview with astronomer abusali ruslamov who says ufo's can be
    explained scientifically as atmospheric phenomenon. (2.5 min) 251500
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